Modeling and Simulation of Enzymatic Biofuel Cells with Three-Dimensional Microelectrodes
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Abstract: The enzymatic biofuel cells (EBFCs) are considered as an attractive candidate for powering future implantable medical devices. In this study, a computational model of EBFCs based on three-dimensional (3-D) interdigitated microelectrode arrays was conducted. The main focus of this research is to investigate the effect of different designs and spatial distributions of the microelectrode arrays on mass transport of fuels, enzymatic reaction rate, open circuit output potential and current density. To optimize the performance of the EBFCs, numerical simulations have been performed for cylindrical electrodes with various electrode heights and well widths. Optimized cell performance was obtained when the well width is half of the height of the 3-D electrode. In addition, semi-elliptical shaped electrode is preferred based on the results from current density and resistive heating simulation.
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1. Introduction

The last decade has seen an upsurge in the development of enzymatic biofuel cells (EBFCs) for their potential use as sustainable micropower sources in implantable medical devices. In principle, EBFCs convert the biochemical energy in living organisms into electrical energy via various enzyme-catalyzed redox reactions [1–6]. The EBFCs, in addition to powering the future generation of
implanted medical devices, could also power biosensors for continuously monitoring chemical and physical conditions in environmental and military applications [7]. Recently, EBFCs were tested in vitro towards their ultimate goal as implanted micropower source in human bodies extracting power from glucose in blood [8,9]. However for an EBFC to successfully power an implantable medical device or autonomous sensor, significant reduction in size must be achieved while at the same time maintaining relatively high current and power. Normally, reducing the size of EBFCs directly results in smaller amounts of active electrode materials, which may significantly diminish the total energy and power output [10]. In this regard, in order to improve the power density of miniaturized EBFCs, researchers have proposed and investigated the novel micro/nano-electrode architectures, which offer increased surface area, superior physiochemical properties and enhanced electrode reactions. In particular, three-dimensional (3-D) microelectrode architectures have been considered as an attractive alternative solution due to the enhanced mass transport and higher electrode surface area compared to thin film two-dimensional (2-D) design in the same footprint area. Previous studies have shown that batteries with three dimensional architectures have reached 350% larger energy capacity compared to traditional two-dimensional designs [11]. Moreover, the ion transport distance for the 3-D microelectrode based batteries during discharge is 3.5 times shorter than that in the thin film batteries [12]. Therefore, it could be predicted that 3-D microelectrode architectures might offer great opportunities to maximize output power density and reducing the mass transport distances between electrodes in the EBFCs.

Although the 3-D microelectrode architectures have significant advantages over the thin film electrodes, requisite multifunction-mass transport, conductivity and reaction kinetics must be considered for 3-D microelectrode designs for the EBFCs. Modeling can be highly useful to obtain optimized design rule when coupling with geometrical arrangement and reaction mechanisms. Anandan et al. [13] and Godino et al. [14] investigated the mass transport phenomenon in micro- and nano-electrodes by using a finite element analysis approach. Their study showed that the increased active surface area leads to enhanced electrochemical performance when the reaction rate constant of the target species is low. However, at higher reaction rate constants, only the top part of electrodes could transfer electrons. In addition, the principle that an array of microelectrodes could behave as a single electrode makes it necessary to investigate the design of the 3-D microelectrode array. Therefore, it is critical to optimize the microelectrode geometry and configuration for the 3-D array to obtain uniform current density distribution, enhanced mass transport and improved reaction kinetics, which could be translated to optimized EBFC performance.

Recently, a more economical alternative, the carbon microelectromechanical systems (C-MEMS) technique involving the pyrolysis of patterned photoresist has developed as a promising platform for a wide variety of potential applications such as lithium-ion batteries, fuel cells, supercapacitors, electrochemical sensors and biosensors shown in Figure 1a. Our group has been focusing on developing C-MEMS-based micro/nanostructures [15–23], and building C-MEMS-based electrodes for EBFCs [24–31]. One of the most important concerns is to achieve direct electron transfer (DET) between the enzyme reaction site and the electrode. In order to realize DET after enzyme immobilization, the nano- or micro-structures of the electrodes are widely used as a conductive agent, which would allow increasing the developed surface area of the electrode without changing the geometric dimensions. Therefore, developing a volumic network where enzyme can be entrapped or creating pores to enable the adsorption of enzymes in such a network where the enzyme surface is
close enough to the electroactive surface to allow DET process, is highly desired. Carbon-based materials are the most widely used ones due to the invaluable properties of carbon. Among the most cited are single-wall and multi-wall carbon nanotubes, carbon black, carbon nanoparticles, hollow carbon spheres, graphene, mesoporous carbon [32–40].

In this study, in order to obtain an optimum design for 3-D microelectrode arrays for practical C-MEMS based EBFCs applications, numerical simulations have been conducted by utilizing the batteries & fuel cell module from COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3b commercial software (license No. 1023246), which solves partial different equations by the finite element techniques. In order to simplify the simulation, the 2-D modeling has been applied in this research to a C-MEMS based 3-D microelectrode array that will be simulated as an electrode for EBFC. A 10 µm conductive layer composed of mesoporous carbon and enzyme is proposed. We assumed that this mesoporous carbon structure has well-ordered porosity allowing enzyme entrapment and substrate diffusion. One of our recent efforts on simulation was targeted orientation of a C-MEMS-based EBFC chip with 3-D microelectrode arrays inside a blood artery. However, we only investigated the stability of an EBFC chip placed in different orientations in the blood flow and a novel design to minimize the convective flux and optimize the mass transport around the microelectrode arrays [41]. More detailed work regarding the cell performance of microelectrode arrays based on both mass transport and enzyme kinetics have not been considered. In this work, we have conducted a detailed simulation study on the effect of dimensions and spatial arrangement of 3-D microelectrode arrays on the EBFC performance by incorporating the mass transport and enzymatic kinetics. In addition, four different electrode geometries were simulated to evaluate the distribution of current density on the electrodes.

Figure 1. (a) A miniaturized EBFC with 3D interdigitated microelectrode arrays; (b) schematic depiction of EBFC reaction mechanism.
2. Mechanism of EBFCs

Among today’s glucose-oxidizing enzymes, glucose oxidase (GOx) has been the most widely used redox enzyme due to its thermostability and high selectivity for glucose. However, glucose oxidase is defined as an oxidoreductase that can utilize oxygen as the external electron acceptor, which will cause the oxygen competition between GOx and laccase catalysis. Therefore, glucose dehydrogenase (GDH), which is insensitive to oxygen, has been considered in this study for simplicity. Figure 1b shows the schematic of 3-D microelectrodes immobilized with GDH and laccase on anode and cathode, respectively. The overall redox reactions of this EBFC are given by:

Anode:

\[
\text{Glucose} \xrightarrow{\text{GDH}} \text{Gluconolactone} + 2\text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^-
\]  

(1)

Cathode:

\[
\text{O}_2 + 4\text{H}^+ + 4\text{e}^- \xrightarrow{\text{laccase}} 2\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]  

(2)

In principle, glucose is catalyzed by GDH and produces gluconolactone and hydrogen ions and generates electrons on the anode. On the cathode, the laccase catalyst reduces oxygen and water is generated by combining with electrons and hydrogen ions. Laccase is multi-copper protein that can catalyze the four electron reduction of oxygen to water. It is believed that laccase catalysis involves reduction of the copper by reducing substrate. The FAD-GDH comprises oxidoreductases that catalyze the first hydroxyl group of glucose and other sugar molecules, utilizing FAD as the primary electron acceptor. When GDH catalyzes glucose oxidation, the GDH-FAD is reduced to GOx-FADH\(_2\), which can be oxidized by the electrode back to GDH-FAD shown in the following reactions:

\[
2\text{GDH-FAD} + \text{Glucose} \rightarrow 2\text{GDH-FADH}_2 + \text{Gluconolactone}
\]  

(3)

\[
2\text{GDH-FADH}_2 \leftrightarrow 2\text{GDH-FAD} + 2\text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^-
\]  

(4)

For this modeling, we will consider that enzyme (GDH-FAD/laccase) and electrode reactions are coupled by DET in this simulation. In such a system, the coupled overall process is the redox transformation of the substrates, which can be considered as an enzyme-catalyzed electrode process.

The efficiency of utilization of the fuel is directly related to the enzyme kinetics. The Michaelis-Menten kinetics for a single-substrate reaction is considered for anode and cathode, respectively:

\[
S + E \xrightarrow{k_1} ES \xrightarrow{k_2} P + E
\]  

(5)

where \(S\) and \(P\) are the substrate and product; \(E\) is the enzyme; \(ES\) is enzyme and substrate complex by initial bimolecular reaction; \(k_1, k_{-1}\) are the rate constants for the association and breakdown, respectively of the complex and \(k_2\) denote the rate constants for the breakdown of the complex. The steady state kinetics of the enzyme reaction (\(v\)) is expressed by:

\[
v = \frac{k_{\text{cat}} [E]}{1 + K_M / [S]}
\]  

(6)

where \(k_{\text{cat}} (=k_2)\) is catalytic rate constant, \(K_M (= (k_2 + k_{-1})/k_1)\) is the Michaelis-Menten constant of the enzyme. \([E]\) and \([S]\) are the concentration of the enzyme and the substrate.
3. Simulation Modeling

A computational model of an EBFC system to simulate mass transport, enzyme kinetics and electric current were developed by COMSOL Multiphysics, which solves partial differential equations (PDEs) by finite element techniques. The schematic of a prototype design of an EBFC chip, having 3-D microelectrode arrays was proposed as shown in Figure 1a. The footprint was chosen as $15 \times 15$ mm in square. The diameter for each microelectrode is $30 \mu m$ and enzyme layer thickness is $10 \mu m$. The height of the microelectrode has been chosen from 100 to 200 $\mu m$ based on current C-MEMS technology. In order to simplify the simulation, 2-D modeling has been applied in this study. With the microelectrode dimensions and footprint area, the change of distance between two electrodes (well width) ranges from 10–200 $\mu m$, which will affect the number of microelectrodes within the same footprint in one row on the chip. In our previous paper, the pressure variation in each cardiac cycle is considered with a simple trigonometry function to maintain normal systolic/diastolic pressure variation of 120/80 mmHg in the artery [39]. The amount of glucose flowing in the artery will also change at the inlet according to contraction and extraction of blood artery which is considered as a transient model. In this study, in order to obtain the optimized design for 3-D microelectrode arrays, we simulate the model considering the 3-D microelectrode arrays is in the experimental beaker with a glucose concentration at $5 \text{ mol}\cdot\text{m}^{-3}$. In the diffusion module, the diffusion of substrate with enzyme kinetics is solved based on reaction-diffusion equations:

$$\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (-D \nabla c) = \nu$$

(7)

where $c$ is the concentration of substrate; $D$ is the diffusion coefficient; $\nu$ is the redox reaction rate.

To compute the electric field $\nabla \phi$, we need to solve the continuity equation for current $\nabla J = 0$. Current density is proportional to the conductivity and electric field $J = \sigma \nabla \phi$. Conduction in this simulation occurs by a combination of electric field and diffusion, which is proportional to diffusion constant $D$ and charge density. The current density is then described by generalized Ohm’s law:

$$J = \sigma \nabla \phi + zF \nabla c$$

(8)

where $\sigma$ is electric conductivity of the buffer and $F$ is the Faraday constant. In the above equation, electroneutrality conditions are assumed.

The overall of redox reaction at the electrode surface is assumed to be reversible. The electrode potential-concentration relationship is defined by the Nernst Equation:

$$\phi = \phi^0 + \frac{RT}{zF} \ln \left( \frac{[\phi_{ox}]}{[\phi_{red}]} \right)$$

(9)

where $\phi^0$ is the standard potential, $[\phi_{ox}]$ and $[\phi_{red}]$ represent the concentration of the oxidized and reduced enzyme. In this simulation, we consider the concentration of the oxidized and reduced forms are from the active redox center of FAD/FADH$_2$ for GDH and type 1 copper for laccase.

The boundary conditions and the relevant constants are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Table 1. Boundary conditions for simulation models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary</th>
<th>Diffusion</th>
<th>Potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top boundary of bulk domain</td>
<td>$c = c_0$</td>
<td>$n \cdot J = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk-enzyme interface</td>
<td>$-n(N_1 - N_2) = 0$</td>
<td>$V = V_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzyme-electrode interface</td>
<td>$-n(N_1 - N_2) = 0$</td>
<td>$n(J_1 - J_2) = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side and bottom boundaries of bulk domain</td>
<td>$-n(-D\nabla c) = 0$</td>
<td>$n \cdot J = 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Ref. Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>8.314 J·mol·K$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>300 K</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>96,485 C·mol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{glucose}}$</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[42–44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{oxygen}}$</td>
<td>$1.74 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[45,46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{M, \text{GDH}}$</td>
<td>17.4 mM</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{M, \text{laccase}}$</td>
<td>133.4 mM</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{\text{cat, GDH}}$</td>
<td>360 s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{\text{cat, laccase}}$</td>
<td>117 s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi^A$</td>
<td>$-0.32$ V</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi^C$</td>
<td>0.585 V</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{carbon}}$</td>
<td>8000 S·m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{substrate}}$</td>
<td>4 S·m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, several assumptions have been made in this simulation:

1. 2-D simulation is used to simplify the 3-D microelectrode design.
2. The DET between enzyme and electrode is assumed.
3. The enzyme kinetics constant is obtained from the literatures based on immobilized enzymes.
4. The enzyme is uniformly distributed in the enzyme layer.
5. Negligible change in heat transfer is assumed between enzyme layer and electrode interface.
6. Temperature distribution around the EBFCs is assumed to be uniform.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. The Steady State Response

Initially at time $t = 0$, the concentration of the glucose is constant along the electrode. From $t > 0$, the glucose starts to react with enzyme. The glucose depletion from the bottom of the electrode causes the glucose diffusion from the bulk domain to the well between electrodes. We then investigated the response time for glucose to diffuse within one pair of microelectrodes before reaching a steady state. Figure 2 illustrates the steady state response time for an electrode with a height of 200 µm and a well width of 40 µm. The glucose concentration is from the top point of the electrode. Based on the glucose concentration evolution over operation time, the steady state response time for microelectrode arrays at
this dimension is around 700 s. In the following study, we investigate the EBFC performance after the steady state condition has been met for each configuration of microelectrode array.

Figure 2. Response time to reach steady state for electrode at height of 200 µm with well width of 100 µm.

4.2. Impact of Mass Transport and Reaction Rate

Mass transport is investigated based on glucose and oxygen diffusion around electrodes in different microelectrode array configurations. The glucose concentrations along the electrode surface inside the well at different electrode dimensions after reaching steady state are shown in Figure 3a,b. The starting point is 0.05 µm from the bottom to the top of the electrode. Ideally, glucose should interact with the total surface area of electrodes from top to bottom to fully utilize the enzymes immobilized onto them. However, the glucose reacts immediately with the top portion of the electrode where it diffuses first and the rest of glucose reacts gradually down to the bottom of the electrode. From the results, we observed the non-uniformity of the concentration of glucose along the surface of electrode at all dimensions. There is a decrease in the glucose concentration along the vertical direction inside the well from the top to bottom of the electrode. We have simulated a microelectrode array with height of 200 µm with two well widths of 40 and 100 µm. The smaller glucose depletion occurs for the larger well width between two electrodes because there is more space for glucose. In order to investigate the effect of height on diffusion change, different height of microelectrode arrays at a fixed well width of 50 µm have been simulated and results were shown in Figure 3c. The glucose concentration is decreased from the top to the bottom of the electrode for all different height of microelectrode arrays. The concentration of the bottom of the electrode decreases as the height of the electrode increase. The competition between higher enzyme reaction rate and lower diffusion rate causes glucose depletion throughout the electrode surface and consequently generates non-uniform glucose concentration. Since the concentration gradient on the electrode surface is influenced by the enzyme kinetics defined by the Michaelis-Menten reaction rate Equation (6), the concentration gradient of the glucose and oxygen along the vertical direction from top to bottom of electrode surface leads to the relevant enzyme reaction variation in the enzyme layer shown in Figure 4. From the simulation results, the enzyme
reaction rate decreases from the top to bottom along the surface of microelectrodes, which is consistent with the concentration gradient results. It is also observed that the outer surfaces of the microelectrodes experience larger enzyme reaction rates in the enzyme layer due to the diffusion. In addition, the noticeable maximum enzyme reaction rate at the top edges of the microelectrodes results from the edge effect of the electrode design.

Even though by increasing the well width, the glucose concentration gradient has less difference along the microelectrode surface from the bottom to the top thus the glucose depletion is getting smaller, the number of microelectrodes within the same footprint area decreases. Because the current and power density are based on the total number of microelectrodes, it is necessary to find the optimum configuration of microelectrode arrays based on the simulation results from current density.

Figure 3. Glucose concentration from the bottom to the top of electrode at electrode height of 200 μm with different well width (ww) (a) 40 µm; (b) 100 µm respectively; (c) glucose concentration from the bottom to the top of electrode at different height from 100 µm to 200 µm.

Figure 4. Change in reaction rate along the surface of anode and cathode at electrode height of 200 μm.
4.3. The Cell Performance of EBFCs

The current density of whole microelectrode arrays were simulated as shown in Figure 5a–c. The Figure 5a,b are the current density profiles for microelectrode arrays at the same height with different well width within the same footprint. From the previous diffusion result, the larger well width has better glucose diffusion along the electrode vertical surface. The substrate will react with the enzymes immobilized on the top of the electrodes first and at the meantime diffuse and react along the electrode surface from top to bottom. The competition between higher enzyme reaction rate and lower diffusion rate causes non-uniform electron transfer throughout the electrode surface and consequently generates a non-uniform current density. The current density is relatively low from the bottom of the electrode and increase in the higher portion of the electrode. It is observed that the current density maximum occurs on the top corner of each electrode. Figure 5c is the corresponding current density plot for these two configurations of microelectrode arrays. The current density for larger well width (solid line) is higher than that of smaller well width (dashed line). As we discussed before, even though current density for larger well width is higher, increase in well width causes a decrease in the number of microelectrodes in the same footprint. Therefore, integration of the current density along the electrode surface in one row on the chip has been evaluated at different well width for each constant height of microelectrode arrays, which qualitatively represents the total current collected on each post-electrode in one row within the same footprint area. The change of the line current density with respect to the well width and height is obtained by simulation and shown in Figure 5d. For each height, with the increase of well width the line current density reaches a peak and then decreases. This is because even though glucose depletion is less in the larger well width, less microelectrodes in one row could result in a decrease in total line current density. A conclusion can be drawn from the simulation results that the maximum line current density is obtained when the height is roughly equal to two times the well width. It could be noticed that among the three cases, microelectrode array with 200 µm exhibited the highest current density of 0.52 mA/cm². Ease of fabrication is an important consideration and since it is difficult to manufacture carbon microelectrodes higher than 200 µm by C-MEMS. Therefore, based on the results and practical application, to design the microelectrode arrays within 15 mm × 15 mm footprint, the optimum configuration is height and well width keeping as 200 µm and 100 µm.

One of the most important characteristics to examine in an EBFC is power density. In this work, simulation was conducted by incorporating the Nernst equation. To compare the performance among different electrode configurations, we simulated EBFCs with three heights: 100, 150 and 200 µm, all at 2:1 fixed ratio of height to well width based on the previous results, which the optimized configuration of microelectrodes is that the height is twice of the well width. Various external loads at the range of 5–500 kΩ are considered in the simulation in order to understand the power density-voltage relationship. As shown in Figure 5e, the power density for all four configurations of microelectrodes increases as the voltage gets higher and reaches a maximum. After reaching the maximum, increasing the voltage leads to a decrease in the power density. The electrode array with height of 200 µm is observed to have the highest power density at around 110 µW/cm² when the voltage is approximately 0.44 V. This performance of EBFC is adequate for operation of low-voltage CMOS integrated circuits.
Figure 5. (a,b) Current density profile for one row of microelectrodes at 100 µm with different well width 50 µm and 100 µm; (c) current density at the surface of electrode along the vertical direction inside the well: 50 µm (dash line); 100 µm (solid line); (d) change of line current density with respect to electrode height and well width; (e) power density vs. cell voltage at different electrode heights. The height to well width ratio of electrode is 2:1.

4.4. Geometry of the Electrodes

The simulation profile of electric field is shown in Figure 6 for rectangular electrodes. The contour plot also shows the electric field; with more contours at higher value of electric field and less contours at lesser values of electric field. The arrow plot shows the direction of the charge transfer, with tails coming out of cathodes and heads going into anodes. The electric field is inversely proportional to the distance between electrodes and hence it is higher in between the post rather than in surrounding region. At the corners and sharp edges as area decreases the charge density increases and so does the electric field, because the electric field is perpendicular to the surface area and proportional to the charge density. According to Ohm’s law, current density is directly proportional to electric field, and hence the current density is higher at sharp corners and edges. This may result in more heat dissipation/resistive heating and so electrodes can eventually degrade at those portions of electrodes. This higher heating can cause harm to enzymes immobilized onto posts. This may reduce the life span of enzymes, which can reduce the fuel cell longevity. In order for the electrodes and enzymes to last for long time, current density should be uniform around electrodes and edge effect should be minimized.
Figure 6. Electric field (surface, contour and arrow plot) profile surrounding the rectangle electrodes with constant potential of 0.585 V on cathode and −0.32 V on anode.

From the above discussions, it is inferred that not only dimensions, but the geometry of the electrodes also plays an important role in EBFC output performance. To find out more reliable and long lasting electrode configurations, four different geometries of one pair of electrodes with height of 100 µm, well width of 20 µm at bottom and diameter of 20 µm are implemented in order to obtain a more suitable configuration with uniform current density along the single electrode. In all these simulations, the open circuit potential for anodes is at −0.32 V (vs. SHE) and cathodes at 0.585 V (vs. SHE). For the anode, when the potential is in the interval from −0.32 V to 0 V (vs. SHE), dissolved O₂ would get reduced on the carbon and then decrease the current, voltage and faradic efficiency [51].

In order to simplify the simulation, we don’t take into account any putative O₂ reduction on the anode. The current density and resistive heating profiles for: (a) rectangular; (b) triangular; (c) tapered; and (d) semi-elliptical electrodes with height of 100 µm, well width of 20 µm at bottom and diameter of 20 µm are shown in Figure 7a–d, respectively. In the figures, the left Y-axis and the right Y-axis show the values for current density and resistive heating, respectively. The current density and resistive heating profiles follow almost the same trend for all the four geometries since heat dissipation is proportional to current density. The values for current density and resistive heating, for all the geometries, are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Statistical analysis of current density (CD) and resistive heating (RH) for rectangular, triangular, tapered and semi-elliptical geometry of electrodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry Property</th>
<th>Side Edges</th>
<th>Top Edge</th>
<th>Corners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CD (μA·cm⁻²)</td>
<td>RH (μW·cm⁻³)</td>
<td>CD (μA·cm⁻²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangular</td>
<td>90–225</td>
<td>1–8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapered</td>
<td>130–210</td>
<td>2.5–5</td>
<td>125–135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-elliptical</td>
<td>45–90</td>
<td>0.05–0.17</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the simulation results, it could be observed that the current density values are very high at the tip corners of the rectangular electrodes. The resistive heating is almost five times higher at tip corners compared to other locations due to the edge effect. In contrast, for the other majority locations of side and top of electrodes, the current density and resistive heating are uniformly distributed. In triangular electrodes, those localized high current density and resistive heating regions, are located at the tips of the electrodes, with much more stronger values than the values taken from the side walls. In the case of tapered electrodes, the non-uniformity of current density and resistive heating are much less compared to the rectangular and triangular electrode geometries. In semi-elliptical electrodes, the current density and resistive heating values are more uniformly distributed compared to all other geometries. The resistive heating values are very small at the top curvature as well as at edges. According to Ohm’s law, current density is directly proportional to electric field, and hence the current density is higher at sharp corners and edges. From these simulation results, semi-elliptical shaped geometry is more favorable due to lack of sharp corners and edges. But it should be noted that although semi-elliptical electrodes provides the least resistive heating, it might not be easy to fabricate such microstructures using conventional C-MEMS technology.

In order to truly check the plausibility of different computational models for EBFCs, effort is needed on experimental work, including fabrication techniques of different shapes of electrodes. At the same time, other essential EBFCs parameters such as overpotential, internal cell resistances as well as the cell performance in transient condition should be also investigated in the future work.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, a detailed simulation on 3-D microelectrode EBFC arrays is investigated. The novelty of this report is the incorporation of enzyme kinetics in the EBFC modeling. Optimization of the EBFC configuration suggests that in order to maximize the cell performance within the fixed print area, the ratio of the height and the well width of the electrode should be kept as 2:1 in general. From the modeling, the maximum power density for 3-D microelectrode EBFC reaches 110 µW/cm² at 0.44 V in voltage when the dimension of electrodes is keeping height as 200 µm and well width as 100 µm. From current density and resistive heating distribution analysis for different geometries of electrodes, we highly recommend that semi-elliptical shaped electrode is more favorable to deliver uniform current density along the electrode.
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Nomenclature

\[ [i] \quad \text{concentration of component } i \ (\text{mol} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}) \]
\[ c \quad \text{concentration} \]
\[ D \quad \text{diffusion coefficient} \ (\text{m}^2 \cdot \text{s}^{-1}) \]
\[ F \quad \text{Faraday's constant} \ (\text{C} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}) \]
\[ J \quad \text{current density} \ (\text{mA/cm}^2) \]
\[ k \quad \text{rate constant for enzyme complex} \ (\text{s}^{-1}) \]
\[ k_{\text{cat}} \quad \text{catalytic rate constant} \ (\text{s}^{-1}) \]
\[ K_M \quad \text{Michaelis Mention constant} \ (\text{mM}) \]
\[ N \quad \text{flux} \ (\text{mol} \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}) \]
\[ R \quad \text{universal gas constant} \ (\text{J} \cdot \text{mol} \cdot \text{K}^{-1}) \]
\[ T \quad \text{room temperature} \ (\text{K}) \]
\[ v \quad \text{enzyme reaction} \ (\text{mol} \cdot \text{m}^{-3} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}) \]
\[ z \quad \text{number of electron transferred} \]

Greek

\[ \sigma \quad \text{electric conductivity} \ (\text{S} \cdot \text{m}^{-1}) \]
\[ \vartheta \quad \text{electric potential} \ (\text{V}) \]
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